In this study, we extracted articles describing problems, articles describing their solutions, and articles describing their causes from a Japanese Q&A style Web forum using a supervised machine learning with 0.70, 0.86, and 0.56 F values, respectively. We confirmed that these values are significantly better than their baselines. This extraction will be useful to construct an application that can search for problems provided by users and display causes and potential solutions.
Introduction
Blogs and Web bulletin boards that deal with problems have advanced in recent years. When we encounter problems, we also investigate them using the Web through such blogs and Web bulletin boards. Further, time and effort are required to gather necessary information because a vast amount of information exists on the Web. If the investigation target is narrowed by automatically extracting articles describing problems, then the investigation cost can be reduced.
In a previous study, De Saeger, et al. identified nouns and phrases concerning problems and object-problem pairs using lexico-syntactic patterns to find hyponyms of the term "problem" and the dependency structures between nouns and verbs [1] . In this way, expressions describing problems have been acquired. Torisawa, et al. developed a system called TORISHIKI-KAI [2] that can retrieve information on problems. TORISHIKI-KAI displays a word and the problems concerned with it and enables Web retrieval by using those words as keywords. However, their study limits concrete use to executing retrieval by keywords with such expressions, and the articles obtained by the retrieval do not necessarily describe problems. In our study, we employed a machine learning technique using the features of the acquired expressions and only extract articles describing problems from among Web document sets.
The information required by people who investigate problems is not necessarily limited to the instances of problems. They want to know the answers to such questions as "How should I solve this problem?" and "What caused it?" Thus, as the next step of the extraction of articles describing problems, we extract the articles that describe solutions and causes from articles dealing with problems. * Baldwin, et al. studied troubleshooting using articles in the Linux forum [4] and focused on Linux problems. In contrast, our study is not limited to one specific field. Moreover, there are other differences between the two studies. Baldwin, et al. judged whether a thread (a set of documents that discuss a certain topic) includes a solution for a problem using such machine learning as SVM for the classification and such domain specific numeric features as the number of Linux distribution mentions and the proportion of words relative to the full thread. Their experimental results showed that the overall accuracies of their method were low and almost the same as a simple method that assigns the majority class in the training data set to all test instances.
Kim, et al. studied the extraction of problem/solution key phrases in patent documents and the use of extracted key phrases for patent retrieval and the automatic discovery of technology trends [5] , [6] . They extracted problem/solution key phrases using language model probabilities and linguistic clues. Their study resembles ours because both handle the extraction of problems and solutions. The difference is that their study explicitly labeled problem and solution phrases, but our study used various features to classify documents.
Methods

Dictionary of Problems
We used the expressions for describing problems as the features of machine learning. We considered nouns, verbs, and adjectives for describing problems and manually selected the nouns describing problems acquired in a previous study by De Saeger, et al. [1] and the verbs that are dependent on those nouns. Adjectives with negative polarity in publicly available evaluation-expression dictionaries [7] , [8] were extracted. Phrases describing problems, such as noun/adjective pairs, were found in evaluation-expression dictionaries [8] , [9] . We also used patterns typically referring to problems, such as "dekinai" (cannot) and "shinikui" (difficult to do), and onomatopoeic words describing problems, such as "bisho-bisho" (a sound indicating that some-thing got wet in the rain). This dictionary has 20,429 nouns, 2,790 verbs, 954 adjectives, 5,909 phrases, 14 patterns, and 110 onomatopoeic words.
Extracting Articles Describing Problems
Articles describing problems were extracted from Web documents using the following machine learning methods: maximum entropy (ME) [10] and support vector machine (SVM) [11] . In experiments using the SVM method, "C" = 1 and "d" = 1 or 2 were used, where "C" is the soft margin parameter and "d" is the dimension number of the polynomial kernel [12] . The features used in our experiments include the following:
• Article length • Number of words • Word unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams • Character strings at the end of sentences • Length of first and last sentences • Number of words matching each problem dictionary • Words matching each problem dictionary • Number of words matching all problem dictionaries We used the above features for the following reasons: We thought that an article describing a problem was likely to be longer because it will include a detailed explanation of the problem. So we used the first two features because they are characteristic expressions indicating a problem and such expressions are useful for extracting articles describing problems. We thus used the third feature. In Japanese, the main verbs and modality expressions are found at the end of sentences. Since such expressions are important, we used the fourth feature. We also believe that the first and last sentences in an article are important. Therefore, we used the fifth feature. Because we thought that an article describing problems includes many words in problem dictionaries, we used the last three features. † We used a method that employs simple matches with a problem dictionary (called "Dic Match"). The method determines that an article addresses a problem if it contains at least a threshold number of expressions described in the dictionary. On the basis of preliminary experiments, we set the threshold to 2.
The example article below was determined to be about a problem because it included the four underlined expressions matching the problem dictionary: Example: After the security software was installed, I was confused because the power supply to the personal computer could not be cut because of obstruction by the other security software.
Extracting Articles Describing Solutions/Causes
Articles describing solutions and causes are extracted using machine learning methods resembling those described 
Experiments
Extracting Articles Describing Problems
We experimentally extracted articles describing problems from the Japanese Web document set using the ME method, the SVM method, and Dic Match. The Web document set was Yahoo! Chiebukuro [13] , which is a Q&A style Web forum (the Japanese version of Yahoo! Answers). Yahoo! Chiebukuro has three types of articles: "questions," "normal answers," and "best answers." Since the cases of problems were frequent in question-type articles, we only used them. We used 2,000 question articles from Yahoo! Chiebukuro that were manually tagged to indicate whether they concerned problems. We evenly divided them into two data sets: A and B. Data sets A and B included 281 and 263 articles describing problems, respectively.
We first determined the thresholds for which the F value becomes the best in the ME and SVM methods in 10-fold cross validations using Data set A. The thresholds are a probability value in the ME method and indicate distance with a separation plane in the SVM method.
We made an open test using Data set A as training data and Data set B as test data. Table 1 shows the precision, recall, and F values of the acquired articles for the test data by ME, d = 1, and d = 2 of the SVM method (SVMs 1 and 2) and Dic Match. ME, SVM 1, and SVM 2 methods used the threshold at which the F values become the best for the ME and SVM methods in the cross-validation results. We used a baseline method where the system always classifies an instance as a "problem." Statistical significance was determined using the bootstrapping method [14] .
† † The F † Analysis of the actual useful features is described in Table 3 of Sect. 4.
† † In the bootstrapping method, we assume that we want to compare Methods 1 and 2. We randomly and redundantly extract N data items from an evaluated data set. N is the number of all data items in an evaluated data set. We repeat this 10,000 times and obtain 10,000 data sets. We obtain the F values of Methods 1 and 2 for 10,000 experiments using 10,000 data sets. In 10,000 experiments, we calculate the ratio in which Method 1 obtains higher F values than Method 2. When the value exceeds 0.95, we can roughly estimate that Method 1 outperforms Method 2 at a significance level of 0.05. values of the machine learning methods were significantly better than those of the baseline method and Dic Match at a significance level of 0.05. Figure 1 shows the experimental recall-precision curve using SVM 1 with changing thresholds that extracts articles describing problems. When the recall ratio was 0.2, the precision ratio was about 0.9. We believe that we can acquire large amounts of data by maintaining a high precision ratio because Yahoo! Chiebukuro has a large collection of documents. We used SVM 1 to acquire Yahoo! Chiebukuro articles containing descriptions of problems and their solutions. By adjusting the SVM decision boundary to maintain a constant 90% precision, we obtained a set of 9,313 problem articles out of 100,000 candidate articles on Yahoo! Chiebukuro. The solutions and causes of problems are typically found in best-answer articles. We thus used article sets consisting of extracted question articles and their best answers.
Articles Describing Solutions and Causes
From the 9,313 articles, we used 2,000 articles of Yahoo! Chiebukuro that were manually given tags, indicating whether they described solutions/causes. We evenly divided them into two data sets: C and D. Data sets C and D include 608 and 571 articles describing the solutions of problems and 325 and 273 articles describing the causes of problems.
A 10-fold cross validation was performed using Data set C. We determined the threshold at which F values became the best in the ME and SVM methods using 10-fold cross validation, as described in Sect. 3.1.
We made an open test using Data set C as training data and Data set D as test data. Table 2 shows the precision, recall, and F values of the extractions of articles describing the solutions/causes of problems by the ME, SVM 1, and SVM 2 methods. We used a baseline method where the system always classifies an instance as a "solution" for "solution" experiments and "cause" for "cause" experiments. With the bootstrapping method, we confirmed that the F values of the machine learning methods significantly outperformed those of the baseline at a significance level of 0.05.
Discussion
The maximum entropy method can obtain the values of α a, j for category a and feature j [15] . We normalized the α values for each feature so that the sum of the αs for all categories equals 1. Feature j with a higher normalized α a, j value is found to be more important for the system to judge that the category of a data item with feature j is a. Table 3 shows the normalized α values of features calculated in experiments that extract articles describing problems/solutions/causes. Features describing the total number of dictionary matches significantly influence the judgment of "problems." We also found that articles including adversative conjunctions are likely to describe problems such as "Recently, I bought a PC but the DVD drive was not attached!" Moreover, we found that articles including "wakarimasen" (don't understand) are easily judged to be "problems" and articles including question marks are easily judged to be "not a problem." Articles including "wakarimasen" are judged to be "problems" because Yahoo! Chiebukuro contained many sentences, such as "I don't know whether the bag is real or fake because it was a gift." It was easy to judge that articles including "?" are "not a problem" because many questions In terms of solutions, articles including "nara" (if) are easily judged as "solutions," for example, "If the network cable is pulled out and the symptom is resolved, you must back it up and initialize or restore it." Solutions often follow expressions indicating the action: "mashou" (let's).
In terms of causes, the feature describing the number of matches with the noun dictionary largely influences the judgments of the causes of problems. Many answers that explain the causes of problems were brief and used such words to describe the problems as "spyware." For example, "It is spyware!" Answer articles including first-person pronouns generally do not describe causes because the experiences of respondents do not necessarily describe the causes of problems.
We used problem dictionaries for "solution/cause." In our experiments, dictionaries were useful for "solution/cause." For example, for "cause," the feature of a noun dictionary for problems has a high α value, as in Table 3 , and was useful for cause identification. For "solution," the feature of a verb dictionary for problems has a relatively high α value and was useful for solution identification.
Conclusion
In this study, we extracted articles that describe problems from question articles of Yahoo! Chiebukuro using machine learning methods. Then we extracted articles that describe solutions and the causes of problems from best-answer articles corresponding to the question articles that describe problems. As a result, we extracted articles describing problems at an F value of 0.7 and identified articles describing their solutions at an F value of 0.86 and those describing their causes at an F value of 0.56. We also examined the crucial features for extracting documents.
